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Today’s Integration, Tomorrow’s Solution 

 
 
 
 
 
 
NEWS RELEASE  
  
NTEGRATOR WINS 4 CONTRACTS WORTH S$15.5 MILLION    

- Total Outstanding Order Book Increases to S$52.3 million 
 

Singapore, August 10, 2010 – Ntegrator International Ltd (“Ntegrator” or “the Group”), a leading 

regional communications network specialist and systems integrator, has secured another  four 

contracts to expand on existing projects with repeat customers  -  Vietnam’s second largest telco 

operator, Viettel Corporation (“Viettel”), Myanmar’s State-run telco, Myanmar Posts and 

Telecommunications (“MPT”), a cable TV provider in Myanmar, Forever Group Company Limited 

(“FGCL”) and a subsidiary of Singapore Power, SP Powerassets (“SPPA”). 

 

These contracts have increased Ntegrator’s total outstanding orders to S$52.3 million.  The 

majority of these contracted project work scope is expected to be completed within this financial 

year.  Hence, they are expected to contribute positively to Ntegrator’s financial performance in 

FY2010.    

 

“These contracts for repeat customers who had been giving us continuing contracts since our 

Group commenced business in 2002 attest to our trusted track record and strong technical 

expertise in providing customised solutions for network infrastructure and voice communication 

systems,” said Mr Jimmy Chang, Managing Director of Ntegrator.    

 

“More importantly, they signal the close relationships we have with the leading telcos in Indo-

China for whom we continue to work together to extend and expand their telecommunications 

footprints,” he added. 
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The Viettel contract involves the supply and installation of a Synchronous Digital Hierarchy 

(“SDH”) Expansion to expand its transmission network access capacities and a Dense 

Wavelength Division Multiplexing (“DWDM”) Expansion to increase the telco’s optical backbone 

nation-wide, from Hanoi to Ho Chi Minh City.   
 

The MPT contract involves the supply and installation of transmission equipment - the ECI XDM-

1000 and MWD TV Transmission Equipment - to enhance transmission from its existing network in 

Myanmar.  

 

The contract for FGCL includes the supply of Intek DVB-T Set Top Box, Convenient Conditional 

Access System, Electrosys Transmitters, RFS Antennas, UPS, Cameras and Accessories.  

 

The SPPA contract is for the delivery, installation and commissioning of an Optical Digital Network 

System, which includes a seven-year maintenance service contract. 

 

“We are particularly pleased to have secured a long seven-year maintenance contract from SPPA 

as it has significantly increased our stream of recurring income.  We plan to build up our 

maintenance contracts to grow a steady stream of recurrent income,” added Mr Chang.  

  

About Ntegrator International Ltd 

 

Established in April 2002, Ntegrator was listed on Sesdaq (now transitioned to Catalist) on 

October 26, 2005, after three profitable years.  Ntegrator’s core businesses include the design, 

installation and implementation of data, video, fibre optics, wireless and cellular network 

infrastructure as well as voice communication systems. The Group also provides project 

management services as well as maintenance and support services.  

 

Headquartered in Singapore, Ntegrator has expanded its operations regionally, covering 

Singapore, Vietnam, Myanmar, Malaysia and Thailand. 
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This announcement has been prepared by the Company and its contents have been reviewed by 

the Company’s sponsor (“Sponsor”), Asian Corporate Advisors Pte Ltd., for compliance with the 

relevant rules of the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited (“Exchange”). The 

Company’s Sponsor has not independently verified the contents of this announcement including 

the correctness of any of the figures used, statements or opinions made.  

 

This announcement has not been examined or approved by the Exchange and the Exchange 

assumes no responsibility for the contents of this announcement including the correctness of any 

of the statements or opinions made or reports contained in this announcement. 

 

The contact person for the Sponsor is Ms Foo Quee Yin. 

Telephone number: 6221 0271 

 

ISSUED ON BEHALF OF : Ntegrator International Ltd. 

BY    : Citigate Dewe Rogerson, i.MAGE Pte Ltd 

     1 Raffles Place 

     #26-02 OUB Centre  

     SINGAPORE 048616 

CONTACT   : Mrs Elaine Lim / Mr Cedric Tay 

     at telephone  

DURING OFFICE HOURS : 6534-5122   (Office) 

AFTER OFFICE HOURS : 9751-2122 / 9781-3518 (Handphone) 

EMAIL    : elaine.lim@citigatedrimage.com  

     cedric.tay@citigatedrimage.com     

100/10/004/NIL 

August 10, 2010 
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